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Abstract—Missing item event detection is one of the most
important radio-frequency identification (RFID)-enabled func-
tions. Yet it is largely unaddressed how to fast and reliably
detect missing item event in multitagged RFID systems where
multiple tags are tagged on one item. The canonical methods
can only solve tag-level detection problem where each item is
associated with one tag, and applying them to detect the missing
multitagged items would falsely alarm and is time inefficient. To
bridge the gap, this article formulates and analyzes the missing
multitagged item detection problem. Our key idea is to search
the proper seeds so that the reader only needs to probe a subset
of the tags each being selected from different items instead of
the entire tag set for the missing item detection. By employing
the computation–communication tradeoffs, we design two proto-
cols named M2ID and M2ID+ that classifies the tags before the
segmentation compared to the former to improve time efficiency.
With the derived optimum parameters, our protocols can achieve
up to 4x performance gain in terms of time efficiency compared
with the state-of-the-art solution.

Index Terms—Computation–communication tradeoffs, miss-
ing item event detection, multitagged item, radio-frequency
identification (RFID).

I. INTRODUCTION

RADIO-FREQUENCY identification (RFID) is an
enabling technology in a variety of Internet of Things

(IoT) applications, ranging from inventory control [1], [2],
supply chain management [3], [4], to object tracking [5], [6],
and localization [7]. An RFID system typically consists
of one or multiple readers and a massive number of tags.
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Readers, usually backed up with sufficient computation and
storage capacity, interrogate the tags via wireless channel. On
the other hand, tags characterized by unique IDs [8], [9], are
able to capture energy from the RF signal of a nearby reader
and backscatter their messages.

Item tracking and monitoring is a typical and important IoT
application where RFID is deployed. It is reported that inven-
tory shrinkage, shoplifting, internal theft, and human error,
bring nearly 61.7 billion dollars in loss for U.S. retailers in
2020 [10] and almost 13.4 billion dollars for U.K. retailers
annually [11]. Therefore, time-efficient and reliable missing
item detection is of critical importance.

This article concentrates on a particular missing item detec-
tion scenario arising from multitagged RFID systems, where
each item to be monitored is attached with multiple tags.
Attaching multiple tags on an item has such advantages as
enhancing security [12], [13], improving localization accu-
racy, and accurately monitoring an item’s state [14]–[16].
However, this also brings new challenges for missing item
detection, which are largely unexplored in the literature. Prior
works [2], [17]–[25], cannot be applied in the missing mul-
titagged item detection since here these tag-level algorithms
would be time inefficient, repeating checking the present item.
Specifically, the response of one tag attached to the item is
enough to show the presence of the item. Therefore, the miss-
ing item detection problem in the multitagged RFID systems is
more challenge and the systematic study is called for to bridge
the gap between tag-level detection and item-level detection.

This article studies the missing multitagged item detection
problem in RFID systems and devises time-efficient solutions.
Motivated by the observation above, we query a subset of the
tags instead of the entire tags in prior works. We develop two
protocols following the guideline.

1) Seed Searching: Based on the characteristic of hash
function, a proper seed, which makes one tag from each
item map to a unique value, achieves extracting a subset
of the tags in the system and assigning them to sin-
gleton slots in the response frame for the missing item
detection.

2) Reader-Tag Communication: The reader broadcasts the
seed chosen in the first step and the corresponding
unique hashing values. The tags mapping to these val-
ues respond in sequence accordingly. The reader then
detects missing items based on the tags’ responses.

The first protocol named M2ID provides a suit of the seg-
mentation and the seed searching methods. M2ID divides
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all tags into multiple tag segments to reduce the computa-
tion time cost of the seed searching. It makes each segment
contain the same number of the target tags with the unique
hashing values fallen into a specific interval. This would
reduce the communication time cost by avoiding broadcasting
unique hashing values to the tags in sequence, and avoiding
receiving time-inefficient response since these unique val-
ues implying the positions of the target tags’ response slots
are randomly distributed. On the top of M2ID, we propose
M2ID+ to further improve the time efficiency. M2ID+ works
in a “sampling-classification-segmentation” pattern, which can
reduce the reader-tag communication cost at the price of extra
less computation cost and thus the overall time cost. The main
contributions of this article are articulated as follows.

1) We formulate the largely unaddressed missing mul-
titagged item detection problem in RFID systems
and provide solutions from the perspective of the
computation–communication tradeoffs.

2) We present two concrete protocols namely M2ID and
M2ID+. M2ID constructs a framework integrating
the seed searching and the reader-tag communica-
tion, enabling the computation–communication trade-
offs. M2ID+ exploiting the time difference between
the computation and the communication reduces the
communication cost at the expenses of affordable extra
computational cost, improving the time-efficiency.

3) We optimize the protocol performance with the optimum
parameters derived. The analytical results also reveal the
relationship between the frame size and the probability
of finding a proper seed, indicating the computation–
communication tradeoffs.

4) We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the
performance of the proposed protocols. The results show
that M2ID and M2ID+ achieve performance gain of 2x
and 4x over the state-of-the-art one [26] in terms of time
efficiency, respectively.

We would like to emphasize that we provide not only the
efficient solutions to the missing multitagged item detection
problem, but a new methodology embracing the computation–
communication tradeoffs, which benefits to solve other proto-
col design problems in RFID systems.

II. RELATED WORK

The works of missing item detection are separated into
two categories: 1) probabilistic protocols [2], [17]–[22] and
2) deterministic protocols [23]–[25].

Probabilistic protocols detect a missing item event with a
predefined probability. Tan et al. [17] initiated the study of
probabilistic detection and propose a solution called trusted
reader protocol (TRP). TRP detects missing item event by
comparing the precomputed slots with those picked by the tags
attached on items. If an expected singleton slot turns out to be
empty, then the missing item event is detected. Luo et al. [18]
and [19] employed multiple seeds to increase the probability
of the singleton slot, which reduces the useless empty and col-
lision slots and thus achieves better performance. RUN [20]
and BMTD [21] address the influence of the unknown tags.

Yu et al. [2] designed a suit of detection protocols for mul-
ticategories and multiregion RFID systems and study how to
detect missing item by using COTS RFID devices.

Deterministic protocols, on the other hand, are able to
exactly identify which items are absent. Li et al. develop a
series of deterministic protocols in [23] to reduce the radio
collision by reconciling collision slots and finally iron out
a bit-level tag identification method by iteratively deactivat-
ing the tags of which the presence have been verified, hence
affirming the presence of items. Subsequently, Zhang et al.
proposed [24] to identify tag responses in all rounds and
observe the change among the corresponding bits among
all bitmaps to determine the present and the absent tags
for identifying the presence of items. But how to configure
the protocol parameters is not theoretically analyzed. More
recently, Liu et al. [25] enhanced the work by reconciling
both 2-collision and 3-collision slots and filtering the empty
and unreconcilable collision slots to improve time efficiency.

With the presence of the multitagged items in RFID
systems, the prior works show their weakness in terms of time
efficiency. The key of addressing the multitagged missing item
detection problem is to probe a subset of the tags for the detec-
tion, avoiding repeated checks of the present items. However,
very limited works have studied the problem from this per-
spective. The most related work [26] utilizes a bloom filter to
solve the tag identification problem for the multitagged RFID
systems. Yet, the false positives of the bloom filter and the
low ratio of the singleton slots (no more than 36.7%) make it
time inefficient for the missing item detection.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we will introduce the system model used in
our paper and formulate the problem of detecting the missing
multitagged items in an RFID system.

A. System Model

We consider an RFID system consisting of one reader 1

and a large number of the tags, where each physical item
is attached by multiple tags. The reader is connected with a
backend server which has a powerful computational capability.
For the purpose of simplification, we treat the reader and the
server as an entity and just call it reader. Moreover, each tag
has a unique ID and performs computations, such as hashing
function. All tags’ IDs in the system are recorded by the reader.

The communication between the reader and the tags follows
the rule of “Listen-before-talk” [8], [28]. In the detection, for
an example, the reader broadcasts commands and parameters
including the frame size f and a seed s at first. Then, each
tag uses its ID and the received seed s to generate one pseudo
random value via hash function as (H(ID, s) mod f ), and exe-
cutes the next step according to the received commands (i.e.,
compare, response or wait for next commands).

1For multiple readers, we can treat them as a single virtual reader as
in [22] and [27]. Specifically, the backend server searches all proper seeds and
corresponding hashing values and sends them to all readers such that readers
broadcast these parameters. Consequently, the backend server can synchronize
the readers and we can logically consider them as a whole.
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The downlink (i.e., reader-to-tags) transmission is contin-
uous. The uplink (i.e., tags-to-reader), on the other hand,
contains a blank slot between any two tags’ 1-bit responses [8].
For simplicity, we denote Td and Ttag as the time duration of
1-bit broadcasting slot and 1-bit response slot, respectively.
Consider an arbitrate response slot, it may experience three
states. When no tags respond in this slot, it is an empty slot;
when a single tag responds, it is a singleton slot; when multiple
tags respond, it is a collision slot. The latter two states are also
regarded as nonempty slots. Considering the unstable channel,
there exists error transmissions. We assume that the down-
link works in error-free channel since the reader supported
by the external power source can increase the transmission
power. On the contrast, the tag can not support much power
to counter the interference. Therefore, we assume that the error
occurs in the uplink and the manifestation of the error trans-
mission is bit inversion. The “1” inverted to “0” brings the
false positives and the “0” inverted to “1” induces the false
negatives which will cause the practical damage.

B. Problem Formulation

In this article, we are interested in detecting the missing
multitagged items in an RFID system where n tags moni-
tor g items each attached by the multiple tags, i.e., g < n.
Considering the instability of the uplink, we define ma as the
number of missing items and Pd as the probability that the
reader successes in detecting the missing item event without
the false alarm. We formulate the multitagged missing item
detection problem as follows: The missing multitagged item
detection problem is to devise an algorithm of minimum exe-
cution time to detect missing item event with Pd ≥ α under
the condition of ma ≥ Ma in the unstable uplink. The α is
the required correct detection probability among all detec-
tion, and the Ma is a predefined detection threshold meaning
the tolerance to the minimum number of the missing items.
Note that the problem is degraded to deterministically identify
missing items when α = 1 and Ma = 1. The proposed proto-
cols in this article can also achieve deterministic missing item
identification.

We would like to emphasize the key difference between
the missing multitagged item detection problem and the prior
missing single-tagged item detection problem: The success-
ful response of one tag on a multitagged item indicates the
presence of the item, it is thus feasible to query one tag
for checking the state of an item. In contrast, if we use the
prior algorithms for the missing single-tagged item detection
problem, all tags on the item would respond to the interro-
gation, resulting in severe interference and thus considerably
degrading time efficiency. For example, there are 10 000 items
being monitored where each item is attached by three tags, the
prior works have to probe 30 000 tags, which sharply increases
the time cost. Instead, we only query 10 000 tags by picking
one tag from each item.

C. Design Rational

The response of a tag means the presence of the item,
the reader has no need to query the other tags on this item.

Meanwhile, the absence of one tag indicates the potential miss-
ing item. Therefore, it is feasible to probe one of the tags on
an item instead of all for the missing item event detection.
If the probed tag is absent, we would further poll the left
tags on the item, and a missing item would be found if all
of them are absent. Considering the number of missing items
is usually small, the idea above can improve time efficiency
significantly.

In this article, we randomly select one tag from each item,
referred to as a representative tag. These g tags constitute the
representative tag set defined as GA = {RT1, RT2, . . . , RTg}
where the RTk is a tag on the item k for 1 ≤ k ≤ g. The set of
the remaining tags named pending tags is denoted by GB. We
are interested in interrogating the representative tags to detect
potential missing item event. Unfortunately, the pending tags
in GB would cause the sever interference to the representative
tag detection. Hence, an efficient scheme should be able to
eliminate this negative impact.

We distinguish the representative tags and the pending
tags via their hashing values by selecting such a seed that
there exists no common hash value mapped by the tags
in GA and GB. Furthermore, we prefer a proper seed that
makes each tag in GA map to a unique hash value and
respond in a singleton slot. Consequently, the reader only
needs to broadcast the proper seed and corresponding unique
hashing values. Each tag learns whether it should respond
after comparing its hashing value with the received hash-
ing value, and the response slot of the representative tag is
determined by the hashing value. After receiving the represen-
tative tags’ responses, the reader can find the potential missing
items.

Yet, it is impractical to search a proper seed for all tags
in a large-scale system for the extremely high computational
complexity, it is necessary to design a strategy that can lessen
the number of the tags simultaneously involving in the seed
searching. On the other hand, these unique hashing values indi-
cating the response slot positions of the representative tags
are randomly distributed. Hence, we have to broadcast each
of these hashing values and the response slots might involve
empty slots, leading to the low efficiency. To address the
obstacles, we induct these unique hashing values to a spe-
cial range so that we only need to broadcast the boundary
values of this range once and all response slots are singleton,
which retrenches the reader-tags communications. This makes
the communication cost reduced from broadcasting hashing
values many times determining by the number of the repre-
sentative tags to broadcasting only twice, meanwhile, from
involving empty slots to reaching 100% utilization in response
frame.

Moreover, motivated by the difference between the com-
putation time of the reader and the transmission rate among
the reader-tag communications (i.e., the clock period of
the CPU in the reader is about 0.3 ns and a time slot
in the communication is over 10 μs), we could tradeoff
the computation cost and the communication cost to fur-
ther minimize the overall execution time. Following the
design rational above, we construct M2ID and the improved
M2ID+.
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IV. M2ID: MISSING MULTITAGGED ITEM

DETECTION PROTOCOL

A. Motivation

The seed and a tag’s ID determine the hashing value of the
tag in RFID systems, so we can find out a proper seed that
makes each of g representative tags have a unique hashing
value. The reader then broadcasts the seed and the corre-
sponding hashing values informing the tags whether/when
they should respond. We denote the jth representative tag’s
hashing value under the proper seed s and the frame size f
by hj = (H(IDj, s) mod f ) + 1, meaning its response slot
is also hj. To avoid sequentially broadcasting these unique
hashing values, we make them all designated in a range of
[1, g] ⊆ [1, f ] that we only need to broadcast the parameter g
once at the beginning of the protocol. This makes the commu-
nication cost reduced from broadcasting every unique hashing
values to broadcasting only one value.

We take an example to illustrate this. As shown in Fig. 1,
there exists two items and each is attached with three tags (i.e.,
g = 2 for two representative tags). We pick one tag from each
item as a representative tag (i.e., tag 1,4). Originally, we select
a proper seed s

′
so that all representative tags’ hashing values

are unique and their corresponding hashing values represent the
slot position in the response frame. For example, the hashing
value of the tag 1 is 2 and it should respond in the second
slot in the response frame, the tag 4’s hashing value is 5 and
it should respond in the fifth slot in the response frame [see
Fig. 1(a)]. Hence, we have to broadcast these hashing values
(i.e., 2, 5) to tags and the response frame involves empty slots,
leading to low efficiency. In our design, as shown in Fig. 1(b),
our required seed s makes all unique hashing values fall in the
range of [1, 2], while the pending tags’ hashing values are out
of this range. Finally, tag 1, 4 will respond in the response slots
1, 2, respectively. Thus, we only need to broadcast hashing
value 2 and the utilization of response frame reaches 100%,
which retrenches communication time cost.

Finding such a seed is effective for the missing item detec-
tion, but the time cost would soar if we search for all tags
in the system. Specifically, the probability of seeking out the
proper seed can be expressed as follows:

pft = g!

gg

(
g

f

)g(
1 − g

f

)n−g

. (1)

It can be proven that pft is maximum when f = n (see
Section IV-D). We next show that the time cost is unaffordable
even for a small-scale system. For example, when n = 100 and
g = 50, we have pft = 2.701 × 10−51. That is to say, we need
Ns × Tcpu ≈ 3.702 × 1038s ≈ 1.174 × 1031years on average
with 1000-GHz CPU to find the seed for 100 tags. Therefore,
a scheme of lower computation complexity is called for to
achieve the time-efficient detection.

In this article, we follow the principle of “Divide and
Conquer.” Take the system of n = 100 and g = 50 as an
example again. We first divide them into ten segments and
each segment consists of ni = 10 tags including gi = 5 repre-
sentative tags. Recall (1), it only takes 5.333 μs to finding the
proper seed in a segment when the reader works on a 5-GHz

CPU. And the total searching time for all segments is 53 μs,
which is significantly less than the unsegmented one above.
Aggressively, if we divide all tags into 50 segments where
ni = 2, gi = 1 on average, the total searching time decreases
to 40 ns. Therefore, the segmentation is an effective method
to decrease the time cost in the seed searching.

B. Segmentation

Segmentation can reduce the computational complexity, but
directly segmenting the tags randomly is undesirable. Recall
that the tags conduct hashing operations with a seed and
the frame size, and are segmented by their hashing val-
ues and a given segment size. The random segmentation
would unbalance the number of the tags falling into the seg-
ments, degrading the performance gain of the segmentation.
On the other hand, we have to spend extra time on telling
tags the range of unique hashing values in each segment due to
the different number of the representative tags in each segment.

In this article, we propose a segmentation method approx-
imately uniformly segmenting the set of the tags. By the
uniform segmentation, each segment contains the identical
number of the representative tags and the similar number of the
pending tags. Hence, the hashing value range of each segment
might be different. More specifically, this method operates as
follows. First, the reader records all tags’ IDs, we thus sim-
ulate at the reader that all tags calculate their hashing values
under a seed ssg and frame size fsg. The setting of frame size
fsg will be discussed in Section IV-D.

Second, the reader determines the hashing value range of
each segment guaranteeing the identical number of the repre-
sentative tags in each segment. Each segment’s hashing value
range can be expressed via boundary values. The lower bound
and upper bound values can be set as follows. We denote gi

as the number of the representative tags in the ith segment for
i = 1, 2, . . . For the first segment, the reader sets lower bound
as bt1 = 1 and then seeks out the largest value of upper bound
be1. The required be1 should satisfy g1 = ∑be1

k=bt1
�(k) ≤ gd,

where g1 is the number of the representative tags whose hash-
ing values are in the range of [bt1, be1], �(k) is the number
of the representative tags whose hashing values equal to k,
and gd is the required number of the representative tags in
each segment. Once be1 set, the boundary values of the first
segment are set as [bt1, be1]. Thus, the tags should be in the
first segment when their hashing values are into the range of
[bt1, be1]. For the second segment, we set the lower bound as
bt2 = be1 + 1 and find the largest value of be2 as the first seg-
ment does. After repeating above processes, we eventually set
each segment’s boundary values so that each segment contains
no more than gd representative tags.

C. Protocol Description

Our proposed multitagged missing item detection protocol
M2ID can be described as follows.

We start at the view of the reader.
1) In the segmentation, the reader picks up an arbitrary

seed ssg from the seed pool and encodes each tag via its
hashing value which is in a range of [1, fsg], meanwhile,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Example of required seed s when n = 6, g = 2, f = 6.

confirms the boundary values of each segment. Then,
the reader compares each tag’s hashing value with the
segment boundary to decide each tag’s affiliation.

2) In the seed searching, the reader searches a proper seed
under the corresponding optimum frame size to separate
the representative tags and the pending tags in each seg-
ment. The position of a tag’s response is determined by
the serial number of the segment and its hashing value.
In the ith segment, the representative tags’ hashing val-
ues are unique and in a range of [1, gd] with the proper
seed si and the optimum frame size fi. In case that we
can not always seek out the proper seed for all repre-
sentative tags mapping to [1, gd] since the limited scale
of the seed pool, we prefer the suboptimum seed that
makes the representative tags map to [1, gd] as many as
possible.

3) In the reader-tag communications, the reader first broad-
casts parameters including the seed ssg and the frame
size fsg for the segmentation. Then, it broadcasts the
boundary values {bti, bei} of the ith segment and its cor-
responding seed si and the frame size fi. After finishing
broadcasting, the reader interrogates the tags and listens
to the tags’ responses for detecting the missing item
event.

At the tags end, each tag receives parameters from the reader
and first calculates its hashing value for the segmentation with
the seed ssg and the frame size fsg. Then, it compares its hash-
ing values with the boundary values of segments. If its hashing
value falls into {bti, bei}, it should be in the ith segment. After
that, it uses the received si and fi to do another hashing. If the
value falls into [1, gd], the tag will regard itself as a represen-
tative tag and then respond in the corresponding position of the
response frame when interrogated. Otherwise, the tag will keep
silent and wait for the reader’s new command. Consequently,
only the representative tags respond and all the response slots
should be singleton.

Since the response slots are orchestrated to be mapped by
one representative tag, the reader knowing all representative
tags’ mapping positions can detect the missing item event if
there exists at least one empty slot. After finding any empty
slot, the reader will poll the other tags on the item attached
by this missing representative tag to affirm the item state.

By conducting the operations above across all segments, we
can identify all representative tags. One of the challenges in
M2ID is how to tune parameters for the minimum execution
time. We will address this in the following.

D. Parameter Optimization

In this part, our optimization is described based on the situ-
ation that all proper seeds are sought out in the seed pool. Our
goal is to configure the frame size fsg for the segmentation,
the frame size fi for the seed searching in the ith segment,
and the required number of the representative tags gd in each
segment.

1) At the beginning, we first discuss the setting of the frame
size fsg in the segmentation. Based on the description in
Section IV-B, the number of the representative tags in
each segment is no more than gd. Thus, the positions of
the representative tags’ responses are decided as follows:

RePosj = gd(i − 1) + yj (2)

where the yj is the hashing value of the jth representative
tag in the ith segment. In a segment, gi representative
tags’ hashing values are unique and in the range of
[1, gd]. Sometimes, gi may be smaller than gd because
of the coincident hashing values of the multiple repre-
sentative tags. If we make gi = gd in each segment,
we would achieve 100% utilization of response frame
without empty slots. For example, each segment has
two representative tags and we consider the ith segment.
The proper seed in this segment makes the representa-
tive tags’ hashing values be y1 = 1 and y2 = 2. Thus,
the tags will respond in the (2(i − 1)+ 1)th slot and the
(2(i − 1) + 2)th slot, respectively. The key of achieving
gi = gd is that each representative tag maps to a unique
value without considering the pending tags’ hashing val-
ues. The probability that each representative tag maps to
a unique hashing value can be written as

pg =
∏g−1

j=0

(
fsg − j

)
f g
sg

≥ 66.7%. (3)

The expected round of the seed searching defined as Ng

is 1/pg. Here, pg ≥ 66.7% means that an arbitrary seed
makes the representative tags map to the unique values,
i.e., E[Ng] = 1/pg ≤ 1.499 ≈ 1. The value of fsg can
thus be derived while the number of the representative
tags in each segment is gd.

2) We next discuss the optimum frame size fi in the seed
searching. The probability of seeking out a proper seed
for the ith segment can be expressed as follows:

psi = gd!

(
1

fi

)gd
(

1 − gd

fi

)ni−gd

(4)

where ni is the number of the tags in the ith segment
and fi is the frame size for calculating hashing value.
We then should derive fi to maximize psi .
Theorem 1: Given gd and ni in the ith segment, the
optimum size of fi maximizing psi should satisfy fi = ni.
Proof: The partial differential function of psi by fi can
be expressed as

∂psi

∂fi
= gdgd!

f gd+1
i

(
1 − gd

fi

)ni−gd−1(ni

fi
− 1

)
. (5)
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When (∂psi/∂fi) = 0, we have two points, such as
fi1 = gd and fi2 = ni, and gd ≤ fi. According to the
requirement of the proper seed, we set fi = ni. As
shown in (5), it is positive when fi < ni and negative
when fi > ni. Hence, we can get the maximum psi with
fi = ni.
Theorem 1 indicates the optimum frame size fi is
determined by the number of the tags ni in this segment.

3) Now, we discuss the selection of gd. The expected exe-
cution time of the segmentation, defined as Tsg, consists
of the time spent on the seed searching and broad-
casting the parameters including the seed value, the
frame size for the segmentation and each segment’s
boundary values. The cost of broadcasting gd can be
negligible compared with the cost of other parameters
broadcasting. Thus, the cost of the segmentation and
broadcasting each boundary values for all segments can
be expressed as

Tsg = Tsearching + Teach = nNgNcTcpu

+ (
L
(
fsg

) + L
(
ssg

))
Td +

r∑
i=1

(L(bti) + L(bei))Td

(6)

where Ng = 1 holds following (3). We use L(·) to stand
for log2(max{·}) and the number of the segments r is
equal to g/gd. The operator of L(·) shows the length of
data expressed by the binary sequence. As the boundary
values of each segment should be less than fsg, the length
of binary sequence expressing boundary values is twice
of L(fsg). Therefore, (6) can be rewritten as

Tsg = nNcTcpu +
(

L
(
ssg

) +
(

2g

gd
+ 1

)
L
(
fsg

))
Td. (7)

We can observe that the execution time of the segmen-
tation is decided by gd when fsg is derived by (3).

Then, we will discuss the execution time after each tag rec-
ognizes its belonged segment. As described in Section IV-C,
the expected total execution time of the seed searching, broad-
casting the corresponding optimum frame sizes and the seed
values can be written as

Ts =
r∑

i=1

Nsi niNcTcpu + (L(fi) + L(si))Td (8)

where the Nsi is the round of the seed searching and we have
Nsi = 1/psi . As stated in Theorem 1, we prefer pms to represent
the maximum of psi with the respect to fi if we make fi = ni

pms(gd, ni) = gd!

ggd
d

(
gd

ni

)gd
(

1 − gd

ni

)ni−gd

. (9)

Hence, the minimum expected round for searching the proper
seed is 1/pms(gd, ni).

During the searching process, we initialize the seed value
to “1” and increase by “1” in the next round if we do not
find out the proper one. Therefore, the value of si is equal to
1/pms(gd, ni), and Tss can be rewritten as

Ts =
r∑

i=1

niNcTcpu

pms(gd, ni)
+

(
L(ni) + L

(
1

pms(gd, ni)

))
Td. (10)

In addiction, the execution time of the response frame can be
expressed as

Tr =
r∑

i=1

giTtag = rgdTtag = gTtag. (11)

Recall (6), (10), and (11), the expected execution time of
the M2ID, defined as the Twhole, is

Twhole = Tsg + Ts + Tr = nNcTcpu + gTtag

+
(

L
(
ssg

) +
(

2g

gd
+ 1

)
L
(
fsg

))
Td +

g
gd∑

i=1

niNcTcpu

pms(gd, ni)

+
(

L(ni) + L

(
1

pms(gd, ni)

))
Td. (12)

We observe that Twhole is determined by the latter part of Tsg

(i.e., 2g/gdL(fsg)Td) and the whole part of Ts. Considering fi
and fsg are fixed so that Td and Ts are determined by gd, we
thus only optimize these two part with gd where we approxi-
mate ni with the expected number of the tags E[ni] = ngd/g.
However, using the expected value of ni may be inaccurate for
L(ni) that depends on the maximum ni. To solve this problem,
we set an upper bound for the maximum ni. Based on exten-
sive numerical analysis, we fix max{ni} = 3n/g. Intuitively,
we extract the part related with gd from (12), the expression
is written as follows:

Tsim = g

gd

(
ngd

g

NcTcpu

pms(gd,E[ni])

)
+ 2g

gd
log2

(
fsg

)
Td

+ g

gd

(
log2

(
3ngd

g

)
+ log2

(
1

pms(gd, max{ni})
))

Td.

(13)

Now, the problem is converted to find out the proper value
of gd to minimize Tsim. Generally, we are going to directly
conduct differential function of Tsim to calculate the extreme
point where the proper gd can be found. Yet, the differential
function is too complex to derive the closed form of gd. A
feasible way is to find such an upper bound that the values of
gd over this bound would make Tsim increasing.

Conducting algebraic operations, we can observe that the
first part of Tsim is of the order of the magnitude �((ne/g)gd )

while the sum of the other parts is in �(1/gd). Consequently,
we can find the upper bound for gd due to the fact that Td

is significantly larger than Tcpu. Considering the exponential
increase and the reciprocal decrease of Tsim with gd, the upper
bound is usually not large. Once finding it, we would search
an optimum gd from 1 to the upper bound.

We conduct the numerical experiment to understand this
with varying n and g where the period of CPU is 0.27 ns
and doing hash function needs 344 clock cycles. As shown
in Fig. 2, Tsim increases extremely when gd is greater than 4,
and the minimum of Tsim can be reached by gd ≤ 4.

After the three steps above, we can obtain fsg, fi, and gd

that would minimize the overall execution time of M2ID. Let
us take an example to interpret M2ID. As shown in Fig. 3,
there exists g = 3 items each being attached by 3 tags. Using
the parameter configuration method presented in this section,
we have fsg = 9 and gd = 1. The tags are divided into three
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Impact of gd on T . (a) Value of Tsim when n = 1000 and g = 100. (b) Value of Tsim when n = 1000 and g = 200. (c) Value of Tsim when n = 1000
and g = 500. (d) Value of Tsim when n = 2000 and g = 1000.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Illustration of M2ID when n = 9 and g = 3.

segments with ssg [see Fig. 3(a)] and then the reader finds
the proper seed si of the ith segment [see Fig. 3(b)]. Finally,
each tag calculates its position with the received parameters
and decides whether/when to respond following (2). If rec-
ognizing itself as a representative tag, the tag replies in the
calculated position in the response frame. Consequently, only
the representative tags respond in sequence [see Fig. 3(c)].

As mentioned in Section III-A, we assume the downlink
works in the error-free channel and the uplink works in the
unstable channel. Hence, we assume the probability of each
received bit from the tags occurring bit inversion is pe. The
probability of a missing representative tag which is undetected
in M2ID resulted from the bit inversion is written as

Punde = 1 − Pm(1 − pe) = pe (14)

where Pm is the probability that a representative maps to a
singleton slot and the value is 1. Therefore, the probability of
detecting the real missing representative tag is expressed as

Pcd = 1 − PMa
unde = 1 − pMa

e (15)

where the Ma is the detection threshold. Therefore, the relia-
bility of M2ID working in the unstable channel is estimated.

V. M2ID+: THE IMPROVEMENT OF M2ID

In this section, we introduce M2ID+ to more actively trade-
off the computation time and the communication time to
further improve the time efficiency.

A. Motivation

M2ID can effectively complete the missing multitagged
item event detection, its performance, however, is hindered by
the time cost of the reader-tag communication, as described

below. First, probing all representative tags is time-consuming
because the detection time cost is proportionate to their size
while it is adequate for the probabilistic detection to interro-
gate part of the representative tags with the given reliability
requirement. Second, (3) indicates that the frame size in
the segmentation fsg increases as the system scales up, the
time spent on broadcasting boundary values of each segment
will thus soar following (7), degrading the time efficiency.
Moreover, we have to broadcast the different frame sizes
used for the seed searching of each segment in M2ID, which
introduces extra time cost.

To tackle the drawbacks of M2ID, we introduce the fol-
lowing three approaches to further embrace the computation–
communication tradeoffs, improving the time efficiency.

1) We select the partial tags via sampling instead of the
entire tag set in M2ID, which reduces the number of the
representative tags participating in the detection. Note
that if both the sampling ratio and the required reliability
are 1, M2ID+ can achieve the deterministic detection.

2) We avoid spending too much time on broadcasting the
boundary values of each segment and improve the time
efficiency via two steps.

a) We divide the sampled tags into categories and
each is further segmented into multiple segments
with the smaller frame size for the subsequent
segmentation.

b) We introduce the seed searching into the segmenta-
tion instead of selecting an arbitrary seed in M2ID,
which would further reduce the frame size used in
the segmentation.

3) During the seed searching of each segment, we set the
identical frame size across all segments of a category
so that the readers broadcasts its value once instead of
multiple times in M2ID.

We would like to explain that M2ID+ brings extra compu-
tation time cost compared to M2ID, but this reduces more
communication time cost and thus the overall time cost. Let
us take an example to make the explanation. Consider a system
input of gd = 1, g = 50, n = 500, M2ID would use 1212-bit
binary sequence to broadcast the boundary values of all seg-
ments. In contrast, this cost reduces to 411 in M2ID+ where
the tags are classified into ten categories before the segmen-
tation, including 300 bits representing the boundary values,
100 bits expressing the ten 10-bit seed sequences used in the
subsequent segmentation for all categories, and about 11-bit
cost equivalently to the computation time of 279 μs.
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B. Protocol Description

In M2ID+, the reader works in two modes, i.e., offline or
online. In the offline mode, the reader will conduct the param-
eters configuration, the operations of the sampling and the
classification according to the user’s requirements. They are
done in the reader once the system is confirmed before the
detection. On other side, online mode will search the seed
and communicate with the tags for each executed detection.
Therefore, the time cost for the detection discussed in this
article refers to the cost of online mode.

1) Sampling Classification: In the offline mode before
the detection, the reader first picks up two arbitrary
seeds and two corresponding thresholds to conduct the
sampling and the classification. For example, an arbi-
trary tag’s hashing value is hs,j = (H(IDj, ssample)

mod fsample) + 1 with the sampling seed ssample and the
frame size fsample. The threshold Th is �psamplefsample	.
If hs,j ≤ Th, this tag is sampled. Consequently, npsample
of the tags are sampled to participate in the sequent
operations. The reader then makes these sampled tags
do another hashing operation with the second seed
sclass and its corresponding classification size fclass, i.e.,
hc,j = (H(IDj, sclass) mod fclass) + 1. The value of hc,j

indicates the category the tag belongs to. For example,
If hc,j = u, it would be classified into the category u for
u = 1, 2, . . . , fclass.

2) Segmentation of a Category: During the online mode for
the detection, consider an arbitrary category u, the reader
first divides it into multiple segments. Specifically, the
reader searches for such a seed ssegu

that all representa-
tive tags of this category map to unique hashing values
with the frame size fsegu

. Furthermore, we only record
the length of each segment (i.e., dqu = bequ − btqu + 1,
where qu represents the qth segment in the category u)
instead of the boundary values in M2ID. The reader then
finds another proper seeds for the representative tags in
each segment ensuring that their hashing values fall into
[1, gd]. The process of the seed searching in each seg-
ment is similar with M2ID. The difference here lies in
that we use an identical frame size fsu across all segments
instead of the different frame sizes in M2ID.

3) Parameters Broadcasting: The reader first broadcasts the
seeds, the frame sizes and the thresholds used in sam-
pling and classification. For the category u, the reader
broadcasts the parameters used in the segmentation,
namely the frame size fsegu

and the seed ssegu
. The reader

then sends the identical frame size fsu used in the seed
searching for each segment and each segment’s length
dqu and the found seeds. Sequentially, the reader inter-
rogates the sampled representative tags in the category
u and waits for their responses. Repeating these opera-
tions for all categories, the reader checks the observed
response slots of the representative tags. It can detect
missing items if the predicated busy slots turn to be
empty.

At the tag side, each tag does hash function to check
whether it is sampled according to the received parameters.

Only a sampled tag determines which the category it belongs
to, while the unsampled tags will keep silent. After knowing
its category, the tag computes its segment and checks whether
it is a representative tag. Each representative tag will then
respond at a corresponding slot as M2ID does.

M2ID+ makes the sampled representative tags map to sin-
gleton slots and then identified when all proper seeds are
sought out. The key left is to configure the parameters used
in the sampling, the classification and the segmentation to
minimize the overall execution time.

C. Parameter Setting

We here introduce how to set the parameters used in M2ID+
so that the detection reliability can be satisfied while the over-
all execution time can be minimized. Consider we have U
categories (i.e., U = fclass) and the expected number of the
tags and the representative tags in each category is ns/U and
gs/U, respectively, under the sampling ratio psample, where
ns = npsample, gs = gpsample. In an arbitrary category u,
the reader divides the tags into several segments with the
frame size fsegu

and each segment contains gd representative
tags. Recall Section V-B, the expected overall time cost of
M2ID+ is

Ttotal = Tr_whole + Tres = UTu + gsTtag (16)

where Tr_whole is the expected time cost used by the reader
to complete the computation and the broadcasting for U cat-
egories. Tu is the expected time cost of the category u, and
Tres is the time duration of the response frame determined by
the number of the sampled representative tags gs.

For the uth category, the expected time cost can be divided
into the following three parts:

Tu = Tsegu
+ Tidenu + Tssbu (17)

where Tsegu
is the expected time cost used for the segmentation

and its parameters transmission, Tssbu is the expected time
cost of the seed searching and the seed transmission for all
segments, and Tidenu is the cost of broadcasting the identical
frame size fsu for all segments expressed as Tidenu = L(fsu)Td.

As mentioned above, the time cost of the segmentation
contains the cost of the seed searching and the parameters
broadcasting. Thus, Tsegu

is written as

Tsegu
= CunsNc

U
Tcpu

+
(

gs

gdU
L(D) + L

(
fsegu

) + L(Cu)

)
Td (18)

where D is the expected length of each segment in all cate-
gories, and Cu is the expected round needed to find a seed for
the segmentation. In addition, the value of the seed equals to
Cu. Specifically, the expected length of each segment is

D = E
[
dqu

] = fsegu
gdU

gs
. (19)
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And the expected number of the rounds is

Cu = 1
∏ gs

U −1
q=0 fsegu−q

f
gs
U

segu

= f
gs
U

segu∏ gs
U −1
q=0 fsegu

− q
(20)

where fsegu
should meet fsegu

≥ gs
U in order to make all

representative tags map to the unique hashing values.
Moreover, Tssbu is the sum of the cost of the seed searching

for all segments Tssu and the cost of broadcasting the proper
seeds Tssbu . Specifically, Tssu can be written as

Tssu =
ru∑

q=1

nqu NcTcpu

psms(gd, nqu , fsu)
= nsNcTcpu

Upsms

(
gd,

gdn
g ,

gdn
g

) (21)

where ru is the number of the segment in the category u and
its expected value is [gs/(gdU)]. nqu is the number of the tags
in the qth segment of the category u and its expected value
is [(gdn)/g]. The probability psms(gd, [(gdn)/g], [(gdn)/g]) of
finding a proper seed with the identical frame size [(gdn)/g]
can be written as

psms

(
gd,

gdn

g
,

gdn

g

)
= gd!

ggd
d

(
g

gdn

)gd
(

1 − g

gdn

) gdn
g −gd

.

(22)

Correspondingly, the expected time cost Tssbu of broad-
casting the proper seeds of all segments in the category
u is

Tssbu = gs

gdU
L

⎛
⎝ 1

psms

(
gd,

gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠Td. (23)

Therefore, the (17) can be rewritten by substituting
with (18), (21), and (23)

Tu = nsNc

U

⎛
⎝Cu + 1

psms

(
gd,

gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠Tcpu

+
(

gs

gdU
L(D) + L(fsegu

) + L(Cu) + L

(
gdn

g

))
Td

+ gs

gdU
L

⎛
⎝ 1

psms

(
gd,

gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠Td. (24)

Recall the operation of L(·), we make the following set-
tings for the analysis feasibility: max{D} = 3fsegu

gdU/gs,
max{nqu} = 3gdn/g, max{fsegu

} = fsegu
, max{Cu} = Cu. Thus,

the expression (24) can be expanded as

T∗
u = nsNc

U

⎛
⎝Cu + 1

psms

(
gd,

gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠Tcpu

+
(

log2(fsegu
) + log2(Cu) + log2

(
gdn

g

))
Td

+ gs

gdU
log2

⎛
⎝ 3fsegu

gdU

gspsms

(
gd,

3gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠Td. (25)

And we thus have the expected overall execution time of
all categories at the side of the reader as follows:

Tr_whole =
U∑

u=1

T∗
u = UT∗

u

=
⎛
⎝Cu + 1

psms

(
gd,

gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠nsNcTcpu

+
(

log2(fsegu
) + log2(Cu) + log2

(
gdn

g

))
UTd

+ gs

gd
log2

⎛
⎝ 3fsegu

gdU

gspsms

(
gd,

3gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠Td. (26)

Therefore, the expected overall execution time of our
proposed M2ID+ is expressed as

Ttotal =
⎛
⎝Cu + 1

psms

(
gd,

gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠nsNcTcpu

+
(

log2(fsegu
) + log2(Cu) + log2

(
gdn

g

))
UTd

+ gs

gd
log2

⎛
⎝ 3fsegu

gdU

gspsms

(
gd,

3gdn
g ,

gdn
g

)
⎞
⎠Td + gsTtag.

(27)

Obviously, Ttotal is determined by psample, U, fsegu
, and gd. The

key of achieving the best time-efficiency is to minimize Ttotal
with the optimum values of these four parameters.

To this end, we first show the configuration of the sample
ratio psample under the requirement of the detection. Second,
we discuss the optimum number of the categories U, the opti-
mum frame size for the segmentation fsegu

in the category u,
and the optimum number of the representative tags in each
segment gd. Third, we derive the identical frame size for the
specific situation after the classification and the segmentation.

1) Optimum Sampling Ratio: A smaller sampling ratio usu-
ally yields the less time cost, but the unbounded decreas-
ing would make the detection unreliable. Consequently,
we must set an appropriate sampling ratio. The cor-
rect detection probability in the unstable channel is
expressed as

Pd = 1 − (
1 − psamplePm(1 − pe)

)Ma (28)

where Pm is the probability of an arbitrary represen-
tative tag mapping to a singleton slot in the response
frame, pe is the probability of the bit inversion induced
by the unstable channel, and Ma is the threshold. Recall
Section V-B, we ensure the probability of an arbitrary
representative tag mapping to a singleton slot in the
response frame is 1. Consequently, given the reliability
requirement α and establishing Pd ≥ α, we have

psample ≥ 1

1 − pe

(
1 − (1 − α)

1
Ma

)
(29)

which is the sampling ratio we need.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Parameters configuration when n = 1000 and g = 100. (a) Search
the optimum fsegu . (b) Search the optimum U.

2) Configuring the Number of the Categories U, the Frame
Size Used for the Segmentation fsegu

, and the Number of
the Representative Tags in Each Segment gd: Recall (27),
the object moves to configure the number of the cate-
gories U, the number of the representative tags gd in
each segment, and the frame size of the segmentation
fsegu

in each category to minimize the execution time
Ttotal. Because it is difficult to directly derive them, we
have to search the optimum value of these parameters.
Let us start with the gd. We have shown in Section IV-D
that gd would be small with the high probability because
of the exponentially increasing rate. We set the range of
gd as 1 ≤ gd ≤ 4. And U should be set to ensure
that each category contains the representative tag(s), we
thus have 1 ≤ U ≤ (gs/gd). The lower bound of fsegu

is set as (gs/U) according to the (20). The upper bound
fsegu

can be set if fsegu
makes Cu(fsegu

, U) < 2, which
means that the expected round of searching a proper
seed for the segmentation is less 2. Now, the range of
these three parameters have been determined, we start
to seek out the proper values. We will take an example
to explain the searching process with a system con-
sisting of 100 items and ten tags on each item (i.e.,
total 1000 tags in the system), as shown in Fig. 4. The
period of the CPU is 0.27 ns with the clock round of
344 doing hash function and the downlink transmission
rate is 40.97 kb/s. The curves in Fig. 4(a) shows the
time cost with the different number of categories and
the different frame size for the segmentation. Note that
it is adequate to show 1 ≤ U ≤ 7 because the exe-
cution time soars for U > 6. More specifically, the
curves at the different gd in Fig. 4(b) shows the time
cost with the different number of categories under the
corresponding optimum fsegu

. Hence, we can obtain the
optimum parameters as follows: the number of the rep-
resentative tags in each segment g∗

d = 1, the frame size
f ∗
segu

= 35 used for the segmentation of a category u,
and the number of the categories U∗ = 5. As mentioned
in Section V-B, the optimum parameter configuration
for the sample, the classification and the segmentation
can be calculated offline and can be recorded in the
reader’s storage. The reader will select the proper con-
figuration from the storage once the system input is
fixed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Illustrating M2ID+ with seven items each attached by three tags.

3) Identical Frame Size of the Seed Searching for
Each Segment: Before the classification and the seg-
mentation, the expected number of the tags seg-
mented into the qth segment of the category u is
E[nqu] = ngd/g under the fixed gd. After that, the
true number of the tags nqu might be different, which
results in directly using the nqu = gdn/g is ineffi-
cient.

For the category u after the classification and the segmen-
tation, the number of segments is ru under the fixed gd. The
expected cost of the seed searching for all segments is

T∗
ssu

=
ru∑

q=1

nqu NcTcpu

psms
(
gd, nqu , fsu

) . (30)

The difference fsu between (17) and (30) is that the former
is an expected value used to set U, gd and fsegu

while the
latter optimum based on the true value of the nqu . Now, our
objective is to minimize the (30) with a proper f ∗

su
. We have

∂T∗
ssu

∂fsu

= NcTcpuggd
d

gd!

ru∑
qu=1

g2
d

(
1 − gd

fsu

)gd−nqu

f 2
su

(
gd
fsu

)gd+1

+
gd

(
gd − nqu

)(
1 − gd

fsu

)gd−nqu−1

f 2
su

(
gd
fsu

)gd
. (31)

The result is o when f ∗
su

= (1/ru)
∑ru

qu=1 nqu . Thus, the proper
frame size f ∗

su
of the category u is fixed.

We next take an example to explain M2ID+. Our system is
shown in Fig. 5. The configuration is gd = 1, U = 2 and all
tags are sampled. Then, the tags in the category 1 are divided
into five segments with the fseg1

= 7 and the reader searches
the proper seed for each segment with the identical frame
size fs1 = 3. Finally, only the representative tags respond for
the missing item detection, and all the slots in the response
frame are singleton, that said the utilization ratio of the slots
to identify the representative tags reaches 100%. The tags in
the category 2 would repeat the above process.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6. Detection probability and the execution time versus the number of the total tags with α = 95% and α = 99%. (a) α = 95%. (b) α = 99%.
(c) α = 95%. (d) α = 99%.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. Detection probability and the execution time versus. The number of the tags on each item with α = 95% and α = 99%. (a) α = 95%. (b) α = 99%.
(c) α = 95%. (d) α = 99%.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of the proposed M2ID and
M2ID+ in terms of the detection probability and the exe-
cution time, and compare their performance with the most
related work named BPI [26] that uses bloom filter to iden-
tify the tags in the multitagged RFID systems. The timing
parameters in the simulation follow the EPC-global Gen-2
standard [8]. Specifically, the transmission rate is 40.97 kb/s,
and a broadcast slot and a response slot are Td = 24.4 μs and
Ttag = 290.8 μs, respectively. Furthermore, the number of the
rounds accomplishing once hash function is Nc = 344 [29]
and the period of the CPU’s clock is TCPU = 0.27 ns. The
parameters like the sampling ratio and the number of the rep-
resentative tags in each segment are set from the analysis. The
results are obtained from 1000 independent runs.

Performance Verification: We evaluate the proposed proto-
cols under five scenarios. In the simulation, the threshold of
the missing items is set to Ma = 2 and the required detection
reliability varies from α = 95% to α = 99% in the first two
scenarios and is fixed to α = 95% in the third scenario. In
the fourth scenario, we set α = 100% and psample = 100% to
enable the tag identification of M2ID+, and we show the supe-
rior time efficiency of the proposed protocols compared with
the state-of-the-art BPI [26]. The above simulations work in
the ideal channel, i.e., pe = 0. Therefore, the detection prob-
ability equals to the ratio of the correct detection. In the last
simulation, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed pro-
tocols under the unstable channel and the ratio of the correct
detection is set as α = 95%.

1) In the first scenario, there exists ten tags on each item
and the number of the tags varies from 1000 to 5000.
The simulation results of the detection probability and
the execution time are depicted in Fig. 6. The results

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Time efficiency versus the system scale under α = 95%. (a) Case 1
with the number of the total tags varied from 5000 to 30 000 and ten tags on
each item. (b) Case 2 with the number of the tags on each item varied from
2 to 10 and 30 000 tags in total.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) Execution time with the number of the total tags varied from 1000
to 30 000 and the number of the tags on each item is set to 10. (b) Execution
time with the number of the tags on each item varied from 2 to 10 and the
number of the total tags is set to 30 000.

show that the proposed M2ID and M2ID+ can satisfy
the requirement of the detection reliability. Yet, these
two protocols have to spend more time on finding a
missing item event as the number of the tags in the
system increases when there would be more represen-
tative tags leading to the longer time cost of the seed
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 10. Ratio of the correct detection and the execution time versus the error probability of the uplink with pe = 0.1 and pe = 0.2. (a) pe = 0.1.
(b) pe = 0.2. (c) pe = 0.1. (d) pe = 0.2.

searching and the parameters broadcasting. We can also
observe that M2ID+ is more time-efficient. As shown
in Fig. 6(c), M2ID+ is faster 3× than M2ID when the
number of the total tags is 5000.

2) In the second scenario, we investigate the impact of the
number of the tags on one item on the detection proba-
bility and the execution time. To this end, we set the total
number of the tags in the system as 1000, and vary the
number of the tags on each item from 2 to 10. We can
draw from Fig. 7 the similar conclusions as in the first
scenario that both M2ID and M2ID+ can achieve the
required reliability, but the latter is more time-efficient
and the gain is 2× at least.

3) In the third scenario, we show the impact of the system
scale on the time efficiency. The experiment consists of
two cases: The first case witnesses ten tags on each item
while the number of the total tags varies from 5000 to
30 000; The second case has 30 000 tags while the num-
ber of the tags on each item changes from 2 to 10. They
indicate the change of the number of the items. We can
observe from Fig. 8 that both M2ID and M2ID+ spend
more time as the system scales up, but the increasing
speed of M2ID+ is significantly slower.

4) In the fourth scenario, we compare the proposed proto-
cols with the state-of-the-art solution BIP. To this end,
we set the sample ratio in M2ID+ to 100%. Fig. 9(a)
shows that M2ID+ is most time-efficient and M2ID+
is faster than BIP when the number of the tags with
the change of the item population. Similarly, Fig. 9(b)
depicts the execution time when the total number of the
tags is 30 000 and the number of the tags on each item
varies from 2 to 10. Similarly, M2ID+ spends least time
among these three protocols. From Fig. 9, M2ID+ is still
most effective among them and M2ID+ achieves at least
4x performance gain compared with BPI.

5) In the fifth scenario, we verify the effectiveness of our
proposed protocols in the unstable channel where the
downlink works in error-free and the probability of bit
inversion in the uplink is from pe = 0.1 to pe = 0.2.
Fig. 10 illustrates that ten tags on each item while the
number of the total tags varies from 1000 to 5000 with
different pe. The ratio of the correct detection degrades
in M2ID but still satisfies the requirement of the correct
detection. The execution time of M2ID+ grows with the
increasing pe since M2ID+ has to increase the sample
ratio to guarantee the correct detection.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article has addressed a variation on the missing item
event detection problem arising from multitagged item in
RFID systems. The application of the prior works to the new
problem suffers low time efficiency due to repeated checks of
one item. To overcome this drawback, we have provided two
solutions, namely M2ID and M2ID+, from the perspective of
tradeoff between the computation and the communications.
They have used the seed selection to ask a subset of the
tags in systems to report their presence while M2ID+ can
achieve both probabilistic detection and deterministic identi-
fication. We have also derived the optimum parameters under
the unstable channels. The simulation results have confirmed
the superiority in terms of time efficiency under the required
detection reliability to the existing state-of-the-art solution.
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